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  Tile & Till ,1915
  KölnSkulptur ,1997
  Artists' Film (World of Art) David
Curtis,2021-10-05 Artists’ Film offers a lucid,
accessible account of artists’ unique contribution
to the art of the moving image in the twentieth
and early twenty-first centuries. International in
scope and accessibly written by a renowned
authority on the subject, Artists’ Film is an
introductory guide to the exciting and expanding
field of artists’ film and an alternative history
of the moving image, chronicling artists’ ever-
evolving fascination with filmmaking from the
early twentieth century to now. From early
pioneers to key artists of today, writer and
curator David Curtis offers a vivid account of the
many creators who have been inspired by the
cinematic medium and who have felt compelled to
interpret and respond to it in their own way. In
doing so, Curtis discusses these artists’ widely
differing achievements, aspirations, theories, and
approaches. Featuring over four hundred
international moving-image makers and drawing on
examples from across the arts, including
experimental film, video, installation, and
multimedia, this generously illustrated account
offers an incomparable introduction to this
continually evolving art form. A perfect read for
anyone with an interest in the intersection of
contemporary art and film.
  Jungle Night Sandra Boynton,2023-06-20 Two
celebrated artists, Sandra Boynton and Yo-Yo Ma,
come together for Jungle Night, a soothing bedtime
board book. (Okay, MOSTLY soothing.) This board
book guides us through the jungle to hear the
distinctive, gentle snore of each animal: “Listen
to the tiger: ZEEE-ZOOO-HAAA. Listen to the
cheetah: CHEE-CHEE-TAAAH.” A free downloadable
recording at JungleNight.com offers a narration of
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the book, with each and every animal snore
interpreted by the expressive, playful cello of
Yo-Yo Ma. He even does the elephant’s stop-the-
show snore—though admittedly that took Ma’s cello
PLUS the classic horn salute of the James R.
Barker steamship. (Seriously.) All this
fabulousness leads into the coolest lullaby ever:
“Jungle Gymnopédie No. 1,” a polyrhythmic jungle-y
arrangement by Boynton of Erik Satie’s renowned
piece, with Yo-Yo Ma on cello, guitar played by
Ron Block of Alison Krauss Union Station, and
drums by Kevin MacLeod. “Yo-Yo and I chose this
piece because it’s the most gorgeous and
mesmerizing night song imaginable,” explains
Boynton. “And there was surely nothing else that
could get those animals back to sleep after that
elephant blast.”
  Open Codes Blanca Giménez,2022 Today we live in
a globalized world, controlled and created by
digital codes. From communication to
transportation (of people, goods, and messages),
everything is guided by codes that use
electromagnetic waves and computers. With the?Open
Codes. Living in Digital Worlds± exhibition, the
ZKM Karlsruhe is once again addressing the subject
of digitalization and the recording of the world
through the binary code.0Everyone should have the
chance to understand what lies behind today?s
digital world. The exhibition will present
artworks and scientific works based on digital as
well as on analog codes. The works visualize and
explain the complex dynamics of code, and the way
in which they are increasingly shaping the way we
live and perceive the world. 00Exhibition: ZKM -
Zentrum für Kunst und Medien, Karlsruhe, Germany
(19.10.2017 - 06.01.2019).
  Karin Sander - Gebrauchsbilder Karin Sander,2011
Karin Sander's Patina Paintings are created at--
and by--the site of their exhibition. Sander
transports blank canvases to the exhibition venue
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and leaves them outside, unprotected, to
accumulate the patina of their location as chance
and the whims of nature determine. The results are
delicate abstractions resembling the mark-making
of John Cage or Cy Twombly. This handsome
monograph records the series.
  Paint by Sticker Kids: Outer Space Workman
Publishing,2021-05-11 Blast off into outer space
with this mess-free sticker craft! Includes
everything you need to create ten sticker
paintings on sturdy card stock.. Kids will love
stickering a Mars rover, a space shuttle, an
astronaut, iconic celestial bodies like Saturn,
Jupiter, and the Sun, and more! Plus, the back of
each image includes a fascinating scientific fact
about each galactic subject. Includes glow-in-the-
dark stickers! Step 1: Find the sticker. Step 2:
Peel the sticker. Step 3: Place the sticker. Add
the next, and the next, and watch your enchanting
paintings come to life! All the pages are
perforated, making it easy to tear out each
finished work to frame and share!
  The Amden Atelier, 1999-2015 Roman
Kurzmeyer,2015 The mountain community of Amden am
Walensee (Switzerland) was a place of social and
artistic experiments as early as the beginning of
the 20th century. In the last 15 years, many
artists have been invited to exhibit in the Amden
Atelier, a small farm, or to use the facilities
for the production of a work of art. This
publication includes all exhibitions and
installations staged since 1999 and describes and
discusses the individual art projects. The work is
complemented by essays on the landscape, the place
and its change of use to an exhibition space, on
the curating concept and its development in recent
years.
Walid وثائق من ملف فاخوري المحفوظ في أرشيف أطلس  
Raad,Atlas Group,2004 Collects the archival
documents from the Atlas Group attributed to the
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fictitious Lebanese historian, Dr. Fadl Fakhouri.
  Indestructibles: Rhyme with Me! Amy
Pixton,2021-04-13 Books babies can really sink
their teeth into! What’s a word that rhymes with
tree? KNEE! How about a rhyme for cat? Yes, a HAT!
Do you know what rhymes with pie? A FLY in the
SKY! Have fun with rhyming in a book that’s
INDESTRUCTIBLE! Indestructibles is the trusted
series for easing little ones into storytime.
Beloved by babies and their parents,
Indestructibles are built for the way babies
“read” (i.e., with their hands and mouths) and
are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable tight-woven
material Waterproof—can be chewed on, drooled on,
and washed! Emergent Literacy Tool—bright pictures
and few or no words encourage dialogic reading
Portable—lightweight books can go anywhere,
perfect for the diaper bag and for travel Safe for
Baby—meets ASTM safety standards
  Ausst. in Göppingen u.d.T.: Pietro Sanguineti -
the center Pietro Sanguineti,Oliver Zybok,2010
Pietro Sanguineti's language-oriented work evokes
the bold aesthetic of advertising but also
incorporates a variety of historical and
contemporary artistic references, from Ren
Magritte to Ken Lum. Using words as visual motifs,
Sanguineti explores the interplay between these
almost polar approaches. This monograph surveys
Sanguineti's work in installation, video and
sculpture in addition to his trademark verbal
images.
  Indestructibles: It's Bath Time! Amy
Pixton,2021-04-13 Little elephant, let's get
clean. Splash! Lion cub is messy, too. Lick, Lick!
Now it's your turn, baby. Yay, bubbles! Learn all
about bath time in a book that's INDESTRUCTIBLE.
Indestructibles is the trusted series for easing
little ones into storytime. Beloved by babies and
their parents, Indestructibles are built for the
way babies “read” (i.e., with their hands and
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mouths) and are: Rip Proof—made of ultra-durable
tight-woven material Waterproof—can be chewed on,
drooled on, and washed! Emergent Literacy
Tool—bright pictures and few or no words encourage
dialogic reading Portable—lightweight books can go
anywhere, perfect for the diaper bag and for
travel Safe for Baby—meets ASTM safety standards
  Gazoz Benny Briga,Adeena Sussman,2021-05-25
“Summer’s freshest sparkling drink. . . . In
Gazoz, Mr. Briga and Ms. Sussman show how to craft
syrups, layer flavors, and create a drink that
reflects what’s in your own garden or grocery
store.” —The Wall Street Journal “A sparkling book
of inspiration . . . [The recipes] are at once
fragrantly subtle and richly complex.” —The New
York Times “This book is sure to delight your
palate and quench your thirst!” —David Zilber,
coauthor of The Noma Guide to Fermentation ZERO
ALCOHOL, 100% DELICIOUSNESS Starting with plain
sparkling soda, a gazoz layers in fresh fruits and
flowers, aromatic herbs and spices, ferments,
syrups, and other artisanal ingredients, all to
create a beautiful marriage of flavor and fizz. In
Gazoz, discover recipes for stone fruit gazoz,
citrus gazoz, even “milkshake” gazoz using nut
butters. The possibilities are endless, the
results amazing. It’s the best nonalcoholic drink
you’ve ever tasted, and by far the most fun to
make.
  The Kids' Book of Paper Love Irene Smit,Astrid
van der Hulst,2019-10-15 A surprise on every page!
Brimming from cover to cover with projects and
other paper surprises, The Kids’ Book of Paper
Love, from the bestselling editors of Flow
magazine and books, is a bounty of a book that
begs to be folded, cut up, collaged, doodled on,
and shared. Loop paper strips into a paper chain.
Snip out bookmarks. Fold a paper house. Make photo
booth props—a silly mustache, a crown—to pose with
friends. Bind up a DIY storybook and use it to
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sketch out adventures and dreams. Construct a
paper flower bouquet, a paper terrarium, a
fortune-teller with prompts like Lend someone a
book and tell them why you recommend it. Plus
there are Flow’s signature paper goodies,
including a foldout paper banner, postcards,
glitter stickers, a paper doll, a two-sided
poster, and so much more. It’s a pure hands-on
treat. Every page is an activity! Includes:
Decorative cutouts Cards for friends A DIY
storybook Stamp stickers Photo booth props …and
more!
  Backpack Explorer: Discovering Trees Editors of
Storey Publishing,2021-06-08 Backpack Explorer:
Discovering Trees encourages junior naturalists to
step outside and get curious about the trees they
see, whether in their backyard, in their
neighborhood, in a park, or on a trail. With this
take-along activity book—the fifth in the best-
selling Backpack Explorer series from the Editors
of Storey Publishing—kids will stop, look, listen,
and touch as they search for leaves, count tree
rings, notice the sound of birds or wind in the
branches, gather pinecones, and feel bark. Each
page is packed with prompts and activities,
including 12 interactive field guides for
identifying common trees, simple craft projects
such as Make a Tree Rubbing or Make a Nature Mask
from colorful leaves, and simple discovery
features with fun tree facts. Equipped with a real
magnifying glass, stickers, and log for recording
tree finds, this book is the perfect accompaniment
for any nature adventure.
  Mermaid Life Christine De Carvalho,2021-03-30 An
ode to the joy of making waves. Ah, salty breezes,
beach hair, the feeling of bare feet (or fins) in
warm sand. And dreams of that mer-mazing world
under the sea. An ode to the joys of making waves,
this sweet celebration is filled with mermaids,
merman, purrmaids, and other underwater lovelies-
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complete with quotes, folklore, and mantras. Let
the currents guide your soul. Never allow anyone
to burst your bubble. And know that life offers
its treasures to those who seek magic. Stay wild,
ocean child.
  Good Night, Spencer Michelle Romo,2021-07-06
Time for bed, Spencer Here are Spencer’s pajamas
and rubber duckie, toothbrush and a kiss good
night. Get ready for bed with your new friend
Spencer and learn all the words in his world!
Spencer is a sweet little kitten in a board book
shaped just like him! Bright, bold illustrations,
simple text, and vocabulary labeled on each page
help toddlers with language acquisition.
  F Is for Farm Ashley Marie Mireles,2021-05-25 A
is for agriculture B is for barn C is for cow . .
. Yeehaw! With I for irrigation, O for orchard,
and T for tractor, going from A to Z has never
been more fun! Take an alphabetized trip to the
country and discover the plants, animals, and
places you'll see down on the farm!
  Spencer Loves You Michelle Romo,2021-07-06 Let’s
meet Spencer’s family! Mommy loves to read, Daddy
loves to bake, and his sister, Patty, loves to
dance. Join your new friend Spencer and his
family—including his fish, Bloop Bloop!—and learn
all the words in his world. Spencer is a sweet
little kitten in a board book shaped just like
him! Bright, bold illustrations, simple text, and
vocabulary labeled on each page help toddlers with
language acquisition.
  The Kids' Book of Sticker Love Irene Smit,Astrid
van der Hulst,Editors of Flow magazine,2021-11-23
The Kids’ Book of Sticker Love is packed with tons
of creative ideas and crafty projects for kids to
make with their hands, paper goodies to create and
decorate, and stickers of all stripes: vinyl
stickers, glow-in-the-dark stickers, glitter and
metallic stickers, photo corners, alphabet
stickers, and more. Put it all together and you’ve
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got hours and hours of screen-free fun. Organized
in four sections, there’s stuff to Craft—like a
set of origami finger puppets with animal eyes,
ears, whisker and nose stickers, or a geometric
necklace to make out of colorful dot stickers and
paper cutouts. There’s a Write section—use
colorful alphabet stickers to compose a note;
record your favorite things in seasonal DIY
notebooks. Next is a Play section—have fun with
projects like sticker-based tangrams. And a Share
section—decorate your bedroom ceiling with classic
glow-in-the-dark star and constellation stickers,
or cut and fold tiny patterned paper gift bags and
seal them with a matching sticker. No matter the
activity, the emphasis is on the doing—and finding
the pleasure and value that comes with the
creative process.
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